
Geographic Genealogy 
This is going to show methods in which geographic localities can help in 
locations of ancestors, as applied to genealogy.

Example;

John of Copschaw
John would be and Elwald/Ellot, located at one time a Copschaw.

First of all one should ask what does the name Copschaw. Cop-schaw is a 
variation of cup-schaw. Where cup means and indention, and schaw means a 
wood/woods.

Schaw; a small wood/woods, or grove.



John of Copshaw/Copschaw, lives around the 
Armstrong family. This family of Ellot/Elwald are 
strongly associated to the Armstrong.



The Millholm Cross (sword), where millholm/milnholm, 
means on stream edge near a mill; likely a gristmill.

One can see that Copshaw Holm.

In Dictionary of Scottish Language;



Copshaw Holm, now Newcastleton given the contours, looks 
like it was in a cupped treed region.

Kerhope, Kerhopefoot, and Kerheugh;

Ker; Ker, and Carr.  Hope;

A small enclosed valley.
Foot; the foot, or lower part of.
Kerhope means; valley of the Kerr.
Kerhopefoot means; lower end of the valley of the Kerr.

Given mapping;

It can be seen using contours that Kershopefoot is a the lower end or 



near the mouth of the Kershope Burn, and the Kershope Burn is in a 
valley.

On the 1576 Saxton, map there is a tower, at 
Kirhopfoote, in which labeled by me Kerr, because it is 
felt this is a Kerr Tower, by name.



Above Kerheugh;

Heuch, or heugh, mean slope. And Kerheugh is one a 
slope.



Using Ker Hall>Kerhopefoot>Kerhope>Kerheugh, one 
can plot a migration map for the Kerr.



Redheugh means a red slope.

Contours show a slope.



One looking at a satellite, can see red soil in the region 
of Redheugh Farm.

Elwaldlaw;
Elwaldside; basically pre 1600, at the Union of the 
Crown, the Scots and many other nations measured in 
not standardized unit of measured length/area that of an 
el/ell.



El/Ell though and united of measurement means, 
measured, in land surveyed.



Wald;

Wald means; forest.



Law;
Law means mound or hill.

So Elwaldlaw means; a delineated grove on a 
mound or trees on a hill.



Elwartlaw/elwaldlaw; showing in the contour map of 
Elwartlaw shows Elwartlaw/Elwaldlaw as being on a 
mound.



It should be noted that names such as;
de Douglas, de Graham, de Stuteville, and de Cave, 
means that the family likely takes a name of an estate in 
a given geographic location such as Douglas in 
Cumberland, Graham (Grantam), Estuteville in France, 
and Cave; North and South in East Riding, Yorkshire.

So the surname can be used to figure out the locality of 
origin of a person. Cased the genealogy of a Cave back 
to Cave, and a Scarborough back to Scarborough.

It is felt that geographic name localities can 
be an important way to find localities for 
genealogy.
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Addition which can not be forgotten;

Wolfhopelee;

The English culture seems to like to resettle individuals. The above 
are individuals who were resettled but returned, and live in the 
region I now live. My county is made up of about two thirds of their 
ancestry.

Been told that Coyote Canyon is; where a coyote got stuck in a  
canyon. 

So the name Wolfhopelee seems to be my favorite for translation, 
and holds importance in land transfer.



Wolf;

hope; valley

lee;

Sheltered from wind, as on the leeward side.

So Wolfhopelee is where; the wolf went into the valley to be  
sheltered from the wind.



It can be seen by the contours that there is a valley with pretty steep 
banks, in which a wolf could stay out of the wind.



Importance;



It should be noted the closeness of Elwaldlaw to Hume.

In above1436, William Douglas Earl of Angus gives his 
beloved family squire David Hume, land which includes 
Wolfhopelee, just north of Liddesdale.



In 1476, Archibald, Earl of Angus, gives his beloved 
family squire Robert Elwald, land which included 
Redheugh.



In the Ulster Barony of Magheboy, untaker John Hume, 
as a lessee listed in the ca1630 muster there is a Martin 
Ellot.

The Hume family played an important factor in 
Elwald/Ellot lives.

Mark Elliott                                               6/3/2013 


